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Abstract— The generation of arbitrary patterns and shapes at very
small scales is at the heart of our effort to miniaturize circuits and
is fundamental to the development of nanotechnology. Here I review
a recently developed method for folding long single strands of DNA
into arbitrary two-dimensional shapes using a raster fill technique –
‘scaffolded DNA origami’. Shapes up to 100 nanometers in diameter
can be approximated with a resolution of 6 nanometers and decorated
with patterns of roughly 200 binary pixels at the same resolution.
Experimentally verified by the creation of a dozen shapes and patterns,
the method is easy, high yield, and lends itself well to automated design
and manufacture. So far, CAD tools for scaffolded DNA origami are
simple, require hand-design of the folding path, and are restricted to two
dimensional designs. If the method gains wide acceptance, better CAD
tools will be required.
I. INTRODUCTION
Top-down methods for patterning at the nanoscale have been
very successful. Methods range from photolithography, which allows
routine patterning at the 90-nanometer scale, to more exotic methods
like electron beam lithography, dip-pen lithography [1], atomic force
microscopy (AFM) [2] and scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM)
[3], [4] that allow patterning at length scales from 20 nm down to
0.1 nm. Top-down methods, however, have several drawbacks. To
reach finer length scales, it appears that photolithography will require
fabrication equipment of steeply increasing cost. The remaining
techniques are serial; they require that patterns be created by drawing
one line or one pixel at a time. Except for dip-pen lithography
and AFM, top-down methods require ultra-high vacuum, ultra-clean
conditions, or cryogenic temperatures.
Self-assembly, the spontaneous organization of matter by attractive
forces, has been put forth as an inexpensive, parallel method for the
synthesis of nanostructures that does not require expensive equipment
and extreme conditions [5]. At the molecular scale many different
classes of molecules have been advanced as the basic units of self-
assembly, from relatively small organic molecules like porphyrins [6]
or short peptides [7] to proteins [8] or whole viral particles [9]. Much
progress has been made in these systems but the resulting structures
are relatively simple and generally periodic in nature.
The problem is that to create complex structures using self-
assembly, one must be able to program complex attractive interactions
into the basic units: the interactions between the basic units must be
highly specific and the geometry between units, once bonded, must be
well-defined. An important difficulty is that of creating many different
types of ‘specific glue’. I give an example without defining any formal
notions of components or what it means for them to stick together. If
components of type A, B, C and D are to stick together into a linear
structure ABCD then three specific attractive interactions—glues—
must be built into the components, one for each of the pairwise
interactions AB, BC and CD. By specific I mean that there is no
cross-interaction between the specific glues—no pairs AC form, for
example. For most classes of molecules, creating more than a few
types of components and a few types of specific glue is a difficult
research project. Creating components with complex geometry, for
example squares with four edges, each capable of carrying a specific
glue, is beyond our reach for most classes of molecules; for proteins it
may take a decade or more before we can engineer such components.
DNA, however, is readily engineered to create complex com-
ponents for self-assembly. The use of DNA for this purpose is
encompassed by the field of ‘DNA nanotechnology’ [10], [11]
which uses the exquisite molecular recognition of Watson-Crick
binding to program the self-assembly of complex structures. DNA
nanotechnologists rely on the principle that, to first order, a DNA
sequence composed of the ‘A’, ‘G’, ’C’, ’T’ binds most strongly
to its perfect complement. For example ‘5-ACCGGGTTTT-3’ binds
most strongly to ‘3-TGGCCCAAAA-5’, somewhat less strongly to a
sequence with a Hamming distance of 1 from the perfect complement
‘3-TGGCCCAAAC-5’, even less strongly to a sequence of Hamming
distance 2, such as ‘3-TGGCACAAAC-5’, etc.1 The ordering of
binding strengths is only approximately governed by Hamming dis-
tance and actually depends on the sequences in question [12]; much
progress can be made with this approximation, however. Further,
while the energy of binding decreases roughly linearly with Hamming
distance, the tendency of two strands to bind, as measured by the
equilibrium constant, changes exponentially—making it possible to
design many different DNA glues of extraordinary specificity.
A second major principle, upon which DNA nanotechnologists
rely, is that DNA has many rigid, well-characterized forms that are
not a linear double helix. Of particular interest are branched forms of
DNA, wherein three or more double helices intersect at a common
vertex, as in Fig. 1a. This is accomplished by giving each of three
different DNA sequences partially complementary sequences. The
first half of strand 1 complements the last half of strand 2, the first
half of strand 2 complements the last half of strand 3 and the first half
of strand 3 complements the last half of strand 1. Fig. 1d and e show
an important example, a ‘double-crossover molecule’ the first rigid,
engineered DNA structure [13]. In this molecule 5 strands are used
to create a structure in which two double helices are held in a rigid
parallel arrangement. Note how some strands (2,3 and 4) participate
in both helices—they wind along one helix, then switch to another
through a structure called a ‘crossover’ (small black triangles). It is
the crossovers that hold the helices together.
Over the last 15 years, such techniques have been used to create a
diverse set of arbitrary DNA shapes and patterns (Fig. 2 reproduces
some of them). Shapes include a cube [14], a truncated octahedron
[15], and an octahedron [16]. The most complex pattern demonstrated
to date is a 4x4 array of 16 addressable pixels [17]. All these designs
represent milestones in the creation of DNA nanostructures; each
took significant effort to design and synthesize (on the order of 1-
2 years). A question becomes, how may the lessons learned from
1DNA sequences have an orientation denoted here by the addition of a ‘5’
and a ‘3’ label to its ends. Thus a sequence is not equivalent to its reverse.
Further, strands in a double helix are anti-parallel and thus the complement
of a DNA seqence has its ‘5’ and ‘3’ ends reversed.
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     1>CGTATTGG ACATTTCCGTAGA   CCGACTGG ACATCTTC>1
2<TTACGGCATAACC TGTAAAGGCATCT<3<GGCTGACC TGTAGAAGGACCA<4
          
2>CTGGTCCTTCACA GGCAGAATCAATC   ATAAGACA GGTAGTGGAATGC>4
     5<GGAAGTGT CCGTCTTAGTTAG   TATTCTGT CCATCACC<5
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Fig. 1. Examples of non-canonical, branched DNA structures. 3-prime ends (usually written 3’, here ‘3’) of DNA strands are marked by arrowheads.
landmark DNA nanostructures be generalized to create a framework
that allows the creation of arbitrary patterns and shapes?
To answer this question, one must understand the advantages and
disadvantages of different approaches. Within the DNA nanotech-
nology paradigm, a couple major distinctions can be drawn. First,
designs may be classified by how they are built up from component
strands, being (1) composed entirely of short oligonucleotide strands
as in Fig. 1a, (2) composed of one long ‘scaffold strand’ (black)
and numerous short ‘helper strands’ (colored) as in Fig. 1b, or (3)
composed of one long strand and few or no helpers as in Fig. 1c. Here
these design approaches are termed ‘multi-stranded’, ‘scaffolded’,
and ‘single-stranded’, respectively. The last two are termed ‘DNA
origami’ because a single long strand is folded, whether by many
helpers or by self-interactions.
Multi-stranded designs (such as the cube and truncated octahedron)
suffer from the difficulty of getting the ratios of the component short
strands exactly equal. If there is not an equal proportion of the various
component strands then incomplete structures form and extensive
purification may be required. Because, for large and complex designs,
a structure missing one strand is not very different from a complete
structure, purification can be difficult. Single-stranded origami (such
as the octahedron) do not suffer from this problem but generalization
to arbitrary geometries seems difficult (perhaps not enough thought
has been given to the problem). Scaffolded origami sidesteps the
problem of equalizing ratios of strands by allowing an excess of
helpers to be used. As long as each scaffold strand gets one of
each helper, all scaffolds may fold correctly (some might get trapped
in misfoldings). Because origami are easily differentiable from the
helpers, separating them is not difficult (e.g. large origami stick much
more strongly to mica surfaces than helpers do and so excess helpers
can be washed away). Generalization of the parallel helical geometry
introduced by double-crossover molecules is simple using scaffolded
DNA origami (and is the subject of this paper).
A second important distinction between different approaches is
the question of whether or not any DNA sequences are repeated
in the design. If not, a structure is uniquely addressed and there
is no ambiguity as to which strands should stick where in a final
structure. In this situation Watson-Crick binding directs each strand to
a unique location and an experimenter is free to mix all of the strands
together at once in a so-called one-pot reaction. If some sequences
are repeated, then either a mixture of structures is formed or the
resulting structure has some symmetries unless there is a specific
method employed to break symmetry in the system—for example
DNA strands are added to the test tube in a particular sequence2.
The cube, truncated octahedron and octahedron are all uniquely
addressed structures3, as are biological proteins. The 4x4 pixel array
is not uniquely addressed and was assembled over multiple steps in
a hierarchical fashion.
I have recently developed a method for using scaffolded origami to
create arbitrary nanoscale shapes, which may then be decorated with
arbitrary nanoscale patterns. Structures are uniquely addressed and
can be created simply in a one-pot reaction. The design method and
experiments demonstrating its generality are described in reference
[25] (included are atomic force micrographs of DNA origami that
allow direct comparison with the designs described here.) Below, I
review the method and describe some issues in the computer-aided
design of scaffolded DNA origami.
2Here I have neglected two important classes of non-uniquely addressed
DNA nanostructures: (1) periodic 2D crystals or tubes [18], [19], [20] and (2)
two dimensional aperiodic patterns [21] generated by algorithmic assembly
[22], [23], [24]. The technique of unique addressing discussed in this paper
can only go so far. Uniquely addressed structures are unfortunately the same
size as the program (e.g. their DNA sequence) that creates them; obviously
this doesn’t scale. To self-assembly structures as complex as the human body,
with its 1014 cells, we will need to be able to create ‘developmental programs’
for molecules; this is what algorithmic self-assembly is about.
3Because they are multi-stranded structures the cube and truncated octahe-
dron were assembled in multiple-steps anyway.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of other arbitrary DNA nanostructures, the ribosome, and top-down methods with scaffolded DNA origami.
II. DESIGN OF SCAFFOLDED DNA ORIGAMI
The design of DNA nanostructures rests on knowledge of the
natural geometry of DNA. While the fine structure of a DNA double
helix depends on the actual sequence of bases (certain sequences of
DNA are known to form bends or kinks) the larger scale structure
of DNA helices is largely independent of sequence. Thus, with
few exceptions, nanometer scale features of DNA nanostructures
be engineered without regard to the sequence that is used. At the
grossest level, double-stranded DNA can be idealized as a cylinder
∼2 nanometers in diameter and roughly 3.6 nanometers long for
every turn of the double helix.
Thus to approximates a shape using DNA, (e.g. the red outline in
Fig. 3a) one begins by creating a geometric model made from 2 nm
cylinders. To do so, pairs of parallel cylinders of identical length, are
used to fill the shape from top to bottom. The cylinders are cut to
fit the shape in sequential pairs, with the constraint that they must
comprise an integral number of DNA turns and thus be multiples
of 3.6 nm in length. The resulting model approximates the shape
within one DNA turn in the x-direction and two helical widths in
the y-direction. To hold the cylinders together, a periodic array of
crossovers is added. In the final molecular design, as in the double-
crossover (Fig. 1d,e), strands will switch between helices at these
points. In Fig. 2a crossovers occur every 1.5 turns along a helix, but
any odd number of half-turns may be used. Studies of DNA lattices
[21] have shown that parallel helices joined by crossovers are not
close-packed, perhaps due to electrostatic repulsion. It appears that
the ‘inter-helix gap’ depends on crossover spacing, ∼ 1 nm for 1.5-
turn spacing and ∼ 1.5 nm for 2.5-turn spacing. Thus, depending on
crossover spacing an appropriate inter-helix gap is incorporated into
the model.
Conceptually, the translation of a geometric model to a molecular
design proceeds by folding a single long scaffold strand back and
forth in a raster fill pattern so that it comprises one of the two strands
in every double helical domain. Such a ‘folding path’ is shown by the
black contour in Fig. 3b. When circular DNA is used as a scaffold,
the path must end where it begins. To achieve this the raster direction
is reversed halfway through the design and a ‘seam’, a contour
which the scaffold does not cross, is formed. Importantly, the scaffold
switches between helical domains only at points where DNA twist
places the scaffold backbone near a tangent point between helices.
(This requires a finer-grained model of DNA that takes into account
details of the helix.) To fold the scaffold into this conformation, a set
of helpers is added (colored strands, Fig. 3c). These strands provide
Watson-Crick complements for the scaffold and create the crossovers
shown in Fig. 3a. At crossovers strands are drawn misleadingly, as
if single-stranded regions span the inter-helix gap, but in the design
no bases are unpaired. In reality helices may bend gently to meet
at crossovers so that only a single phosphate from each backbone
occurs in the gap (as [13] suggests for similar structures). Wherever
two helpers meet, there is a nick in the backbone. Nicks do not occur
between helices as might be concluded from Fig. 3c but rather on
the top and bottom faces of the helices, as depicted in Fig. 3d.
To give the helpers larger binding domains with the scaffold (e.g.
for higher specificity), pairs of adjacent strands are merged to yield
fewer, longer, strands (e.g. green strands, Fig. 3d). The pattern of
merges is not unique; different choices yield different final patterns
of nicks and helpers. While any pattern of merges creates the same
shape, the pattern of merges dictates the types of patterns that can
later be applied to the shape. A rectilinear pattern of merges (Fig. 4a)
leaves a rectilinear pattern of helpers; staggered merges (Fig. 4b)
leave a staggered pattern of helpers. In Fig. 4a, as in Fig. 3c, no
helpers cross the seam and the two halves of the shape must be held
together by weak stacking interactions that occur between helix ends
across the seam. To strengthen a seam, an additional pattern of breaks
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Fig. 3. Design of DNA origami.
and merges may be imposed to yield helpers that cross the seam (top
green strand Fig. 3d, all helpers down the center of Fig. 4b).
Highly complicated shapes can be designed (and have been created
in the lab) in this manner. For example, arbitrary shapes, such as a 5-
pointed star can be created (Fig. 5a). Arbitrary shapes, with arbitrary
voids, such as the 3-hole disk in Fig. 5b. can be created. I note that
while the figure looks highly symmetric, the folding path is highly
asymmetric. The creation of DNA origami from this design in over
70% yield demonstrates that DNA has no difficulty following such
arbitrary paths. Further, the creation of DNA origami is not limited
to the approximation of shapes by raster fill. Certain shapes can be
created more exactly by combining raster fill domains in non-parallel
arrangements. In this way triangular structures with edge lengths that
are precise to within 1 DNA base (.34 nm) rather than 1 DNA turn
(3.6 nm) can be created (Fig. 5c) in over 88% yield.
The application of patterns to DNA origami is simple and requires
no further design. Once a DNA origami has been designed, the
underlying lattice of helpers can be used to create patterns of binary
pixels. To do so, each helper is considered to be a single pixel. For
a given shape, the original set of helpers is taken to represent binary
‘0’s; a new set of labelled helpers, one for each original helper,
is then synthesized to represent binary ‘1’s. (Labelled helpers are
created by inserting extra DNA hairpins into the helpers, like the
yellow hairpin in Fig 3d, inset. The hairpin projects from the helper,
up off of the face of the origami and does not disturb the helper’s
binding to the scaffold.) Patterns are created by mixing appropriate
subsets of these strands. For each ‘0’ in a desired binary pattern, the
corresponding strand from the original helpers is used; for each ‘1’
the corresponding strand from the labelled helpers is used. In this way
any desired pattern can be made. The patterns that can be made are
linked to the underlying pattern of crossovers and thus, depending on
the merge pattern used, may be rectilinear (as in Fig. 4a) or staggered
and nearly hexagonally packed (as in Fig. 4b). The pattern in the
bottom middle of Fig. 2 is based on a staggered pattern of helpers
and has been made experimentally with, on average, ∼94% of the
‘1’ pixels and 100% of the ‘0’ pixels correct.
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III. PRACTICAL ISSUES
How are DNA origami structures made in the lab? To test the
principle, I used the genomic DNA of a common virus M13mp18
as the scaffold strand. M13mp18 is a virus that attacks bacteria, and
unlike most organisms, keeps its genome in a single-stranded form (as
an unstructured loop rather than a double helix). About three trillion
copies its 7249 base-long genome can be bought commercially for
$30 from a biotech company such as New England Biolabs. (Helper
strands are cheaper, and are responsible for only 10% of the cost of
DNA origami even taking a 10-fold excess into account.)
What happens in the test tube when a DNA origami shape is
created? The circular single-stranded viral DNA is combined with
the 250 helper strands, each 32 bases long. This is accomplished
by taking the equivalent of well-calibrated eye-dropper, known as a
pipette, and combining a 5 microliter drop of solution from each of
250 tubes. Once the scaffold and helper strands are combined, a little
buffer (to control pH) and a magnesium salt are added. (Magnesium
Mg++ ions neutralize negative charges on the DNA and allow the
single-stranded DNA to come together and form the double helix).
The mixture of strands is then heated to near boiling (90 C) and
cooled back to room temperature (20 C) over the course of about
2 hours. Fig. 6 gives a cartoon version of what happens during this
process. The scaffold and helper strands in Fig. 6a are drawn to scale,
along with the final 3-hole disk origami in Fig. 6c.
That’s all there is to the procedure, in stark contrast to that for
some other DNA nanoconstructions which must be synthesized and
purified using many steps over the course of many days and weeks.
a
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Fig. 5. Examples of several complex DNA origami. Seams are marked by
arrows. Right hand side shows models based on the placement of crossovers,
colored so that the first base in the scaffold is red and the last is purple.
IV. ISSUES FOR CAD DESIGN
Besides the difficulty of keeping track of thousands of DNA
bases, the greatest difficulty in design of DNA origami (and the
greatest motivation for computer-aided design) is dealing with the
helical nature of DNA. In particular, determining where to position
crossovers so that they fall as close as possible to the tangent between
parallel helices requires keeping track of two features of DNA’s
helical geometry. First considered is the angular twist of the helix
per base of DNA helix, often expressed as the number of bases per
360 degree turn. The form of DNA used here (and in most DNA
nanotechnology) is B-DNA; when it occurs as a free double helix it
has roughly 10.5 bases per turn. Constrained in a DNA nanostructure,
it can occur in a slightly overtwisted (>10.5 bases per turn) or
undertwisted (<10.5 bases per turn) state. Second considered is the
fact that the DNA double helix is an asymmetric helix—the two
backbones from which complementary bases project into the center
of the helix are not symmetrically spaced around the roughly circular
cross section of the helix. This gives DNA its characteristic ‘major
groove’ and ‘minor groove’; if one draws rays from the center of the
DNA helix to the backbones of the DNA strands, the smaller angle
subtended by the rays is the minor groove, the larger angle, the minor
groove (as shown in cross-sections 1 and 2, Fig. 3d.)
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If the DNA helix were a simple helix, with continous rather than
discrete strands and symmetric placement of the strands around a
helix, then it would be possible to introduce a crossover along the
tangent line between two parallel helices whenever a pair of strands
from different helices crossed through the tangent line at the same
point. If two helices were properly aligned, it would seem that this
opportunity would happen at a sequence of points spaced successively
one turn apart along the helices. However, the combination of the non-
integral number of bases per turn and the existence of a major/minor
groove mean that the backbone of the DNA strands cannot always be
positioned exactly at the tangent point between two adjacent helices.
The twist of two backbones at the position of closest approach to
this tangent line could be off by roughly 34 degrees (in each helix)
and can introduce undesired strain into the structure. Just keeping
track of the point of closest approach is difficult to do by hand—
humans don’t naturally think in terms of a double helix, made worse
by the fact that it is asymmetric. (The sign of the error in twist is
determined by the right-handed nature of DNA, and it is easy to flip
in mental manipulations.) The use of a regular array of crossovers
makes the problem somewhat better—the configuration of twists can
be determined for one crossover and understood at other locations
by using the symmetries of the crossover lattice. Edges and seams
of DNA origami present departures from the regular lattice and the
twist at such locations is best kept track of by software.
Right now the program that I use to design DNA origami is
written in Matlab and is quite clunky. It takes, as input (1) a hand-
generated representation of a geometrical model, as in Fig. 2a (2)
hand-generated positions of any seams in the structure (3) a hand-
generated folding path that runs through the model and respects the
seams, as in Fig. 2b and (4) a sequence for the scaffold. Using one of
a couple different (but equally low-level representations) the model,
seam positions, and folding path are input as lists of helix lengths in
units of turns or bases. The folding path requires an additional list
of orientations specifying its direction of travel to the left or right
of adjacent seams. The design program applies the scaffold sequence
to the model, using the folding path as a guide, and generates the
appropriate set of helper strands. Similar to Latex, the program is
run several times to make various refinements to the design, for
example to change the position of crossovers by a single base to
minimize twist strain, or to join or to break helper strands. Like
the geometrical model and folding path, these perturbations to the
structure are decided by the user and specified in excruciating detail.
Thus there are several opportunities to further automate the de-
sign software. Users should be able to specify a shape and the
software should be able to generate the best-fit geometrical model
that approximates the shape within a single turn of DNA. Further,
a generalization of some raster-fill algorithm should be used to
generate the folding path and seam positions, to route the scaffold
strand appropriately around voids in the specified shape. Because
the folding path is not unique and different folding paths may have
bearing on the mechanical properties of the final structure through
the placement of seams, the raster-fill algorithm should probably
take some user preferences concerning the placement of seams and
routing around voids. The adjustment of crossover positions to relieve
strain should be similarly automatic and similarly subject to some
user preference. On the edges of a shape some twist strain may be
acceptable in order to better approximate a desired curve; within a
shape, strain along seams is probably unacceptable and optimization
will be preferred. Similarly, the merging of helper strands into longer
sequences, or rearrangement of helper strands to bridge seams, should
be automated. Users should be able to specify one of several patterns
+250
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strands
in Mg++
buffer
M13mp18 viral genome 7249 bases long
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b
100 nm
c
Fig. 6. A cartoon depicts folding of DNA origami as temperature changes
from 90 C to 20 C.
of merges that can be applied; intervention should only be required
where seams or edges generate unusual boundary conditions. And the
design program should have a WYSIWYG interface that can render
the design as a line drawing (Fig. 2c), a two-dimensional drawing of
helices (Fig.2d) or full 3D model of the structure. 3D modelling tools
for nanocanonical DNA structures (like DNA origami) exist [26] but
none have ever been integrated into a DNA design package.
All of the above modifications seem implementable, and seem to
contain little in the way of fundamental algorithms development. The
creation of an appropriate raster-fill technique seems interesting and
would seem to require a bit of topological thinking to route the strand
around voids. Still, some simple and clever hack may be able to
generate satisfactory folding paths for a majority of cases.
Much more interesting is the generalization of DNA origami
to three dimensions. There are several simple three dimensional
generalizations of DNA origami as described here. That is, there are
several distinct geometrical contexts (that occur in 2D DNA origami)
where one might add joints to two dimensional origami and which
force the folding path into the third dimension. Further, in each
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context, there are several types of joints that one might consider.
Knowning which generalizations will fold most robustly and yield
rigid 3D structures will require some feedback from experiment with
very simple 3D structures (whose folding paths are simple enough to
be hand designed). However, once some initial ideas on 3D design
and possible joints have been verified, the design of 3D structures
really should be done with more sophisticated software. Reasoning
about even mildly complicated 3D structures without such an aid
is difficult and prone to error; besides, such software will unchain
imagination and be more fun! For example, new ideas for better 3D
joints and the composition of domains into larger 3D structures will
inevitably come from playing with a 3D DNA origami interface and
environment.
A design issue that has been completely brushed aside in this paper
is that of sequence optimization. Perfect Watson-Crick binding is
only an idealization. Helper strands inevitably bind to places on the
scaffold to which they are not a perfect match. If an incorrectly bound
helper strand has a run of several mismatches with the scaffold at such
an imperfect site, there is a mechanism called ‘strand displacement’
by which the correct helper strand for the site can gain a foothold
at these mismatches, and displace the incorrect helper strand. This
mechanism is used explicitly as the driving force behind a number
of DNA nanomechanical devices [27], [28], [29] and it appears to
work quite well in displacing unintended matches in the DNA origami
created so far. Cursory investigation of the helper sequences show a
few places where they bind inappropriately by 8-11 base sections—
and yet no gross defects in experimental structures can be credited
to such problems. However, if a helper strand is an almost perfect
match (with just one or two mismatches) for a site on the scaffold
at which it is not designed to bind, strand invasion will probably not
suffice to remove it, and a defect may form in the origami structure.
Incorrect binding of helpers to the scaffold is not the only diffi-
culty caused by partial binding. The scaffold strand itself has self-
complementary regions that cause fold on itself in what is known
as ‘secondary structure’. Rather than appearing as an unstructured
loop as in Fig. 6a, it probably appears as a condensed tangle of
weak self-interactions. DNA nanotechnologists attempt to predict
such secondary structure with computer programs, such as Michael
Zuker’s Mfold server [30]. For most of the scaffold’s predicted
secondary structure, I rely on strand invasion to displace it. However,
M13mp18 has a 20 base-pair long hairpin that is not merely predicted,
it is known to have biological significance for the virus life cycle.
Because the hairpin’s region of complementarity is longer than any
single helper-scaffold binding domain, I avoid the hairpin and leave
it in the unfolded leftover sequence, for example the loop that hangs
from the chin of the 3-hole disk (Fig. 5b).
For the DNA origami created so far, I have relied on a natu-
ral sequence for the scaffold strand (the M13mp18 viral genome)
because it was so cheaply and easily available. However, it is the
normal practice [31], [32] of DNA nanotechnology to optimize
DNA sequences to avoid unintended binding events between helper
strand and scaffold strand, between helper strand and helper strand,
or between the scaffold strand and itself. Such optimization will
be useful as larger DNA origamis are constructed and sequence
repetition becomes a more challenging problem. Current algorithms
are not well-suited for dealing with designs of the size of the DNA
origami (15000 nucleotides total, between scaffold and helper strands)
and importantly, available programs do not deal with multi-stranded
structures or so-called pseudo-knotted structures (structures whose
base pairing relationships cannot be represented by a planar graph, to
which the origami belong). Algorithms and publicly available imple-
mentations to deal with multi-stranded structures and pseudoknots are
currently being developed [33], [34]. Reduced, approximate models
for secondary structure may allow large designs to become tractable.
Ideally, such algorithms would be incorporated into a comprehensive
CAD tool for designing DNA origami.
V. CONCLUSION
Fig. 2 compares the shapes and patterns now accessible by DNA
origami to previously self-assembled DNA nanostructures, as well as
to Nature’s ribosome (which translates RNA messages into protein)
and humankind’s smallest written pattern [3]. I note several things:
(a) the number of pixels available to DNA origami (200) exceeds
that previously demonstrated (16) by more than a factor of 10, (b)
the scale of the patterns formed by scaffolded DNA origami is only
5X larger than that achieved by IBM scientists when they wrote their
logo using xenon atoms with an STM tip, (c) fifty billion copies of
the pattern are created at once via DNA origami whereas only 1 copy
can be created at a time using STM or AFM and (d) the molecular
weight of DNA origami exceeds that of the ribosome—we are now
capable of self-assembling structures whose size and complexity rival
that of Nature’s most complex self-assembled machines.
The design and synthesis of scaffolded DNA origami is so easy that
even a high school student (or computer scientist such as I) can design
and synthesize nanostructures of arbitrary shape and pattern at the 6-
nanometer length scale. This capability opens the door to a number of
practical applications, the most obvious being the use of DNA origami
is as templates for nanoscale circuits. Indeed, DNA origami may be
viewed as a ‘nanobreadboard’ to which diverse components can be
added. Exactly what physical effect (and hence material components)
will be used by the nanoelectronic or nanoptical circuits and devices
of the future is unknown; contenders range from semiconductor
quantum dots to small organic molecules to proteins. While I have
used functionally inactive DNA hairpins to demonstrate that patterns
may be applied to DNA origami, a number of researchers have shown
that more technologically relevant components may be patterned with
DNA nanostructures, including gold nanoparticles [36], [37], [38]
and proteins [39]. Such techniques should transfer relatively easily
to DNA origami; it seems likely that more interesting components
that can act as gates will be able to be organized as well.
However, even if active elements can be organized using DNA
origami, a number of questions remain. How will the devices be
interconnected? What circuit architectures make best use of the de-
vices? How will they be integrated with conventional technologies so
that input/output can be performed? These are difficult questions that
will require the use of scaffolded DNA origami by chemists, materials
scientists and device physicists. If such explorations of DNA origami
are to becomes widespread, their computer-aided design will have to
advance; I hope that this paper will motivate greater research in this
direction.
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